Attachment 1 for Agenda Item 3.02 A

LICENSING TEAM EVALUATION REPORT
Charleston School of Law
Review conducted July/August 2003
Review for approval to advertise and enroll students
beginning in September 2003 for classes beginning in September 2004
Introduction
The examining team reviewed the licensing application materials filed with the
Commission by the Committee to Establish the Charleston School of Law. The
examining team was charged with the responsibility of reviewing a proposal for the
Charleston School of Law to offer a program leading to a Juris Doctor degree. This
initial review was for “conceptual” compliance with the licensing requirements for the
team to make a recommendation to the Commission as to whether the Commission
should allow the institution to proceed in September 2003 with advertising and enrolling
students for the term beginning September 2004.
The examining team members and their primary areas of responsibility for the
review were:
Education program
Charles S. Arberg, Assistant Director
Judicial Education Division, Federal Judicial Center; Washington, DC
John L. Carroll, Dean and Professor
Cumberland School of Law, Samford University; Birmingham, AL
Finance and facilities
Joseph D. Harbaugh, Dean
Shepard Broad Law Center, Nova Southeastern University; Fort Lauderdale, FL
Ronald Ingle, President
Coastal Carolina University; Conway, SC
Library and student services
Sally Wise, Director and Professor of Law
University of Miami School of Law Library; Coral Gables, FL
Organization, administration, and faculty
David Shipley, Professor
University of Georgia School of Law; Athens, GA
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Renea Eshleman served as staff liaison for the Commission on Higher
Education. Robert S. Carr served as institution liaison for the Charleston School of Law.
The team greatly appreciates the care taken by representatives from the Charleston
School of Law in providing supporting documentation.
Educational Program
The education program is traditional in that it includes core requirements as
tested on the South Carolina Bar Exam. Students choose electives from the other
courses offered to complete the 90 semester-credit hours required for graduation. The
following table shows the required courses and the elective courses to be offered.

Course
Number
510, 515
520, 525
530, 535
540, 545
550
560, 565
570
610
620
630
640
650
660
670
680
685
690
695
700
705
710
715
720

Course Title
Contracts
Criminal Law/Procedure
Property
Torts
Legal Research and Writing
Civil Procedure
Professionalism
Constitutional Law I
Constitutional Law II
Evidence
Business
Criminal Law
Family Law
Equity
Insurance
Advanced Legal Research & Writing
Trial Advocacy
Wills, Trusts, & Estates
Accounting for Lawyers
Administrative Law
Admiralty
Advanced Trial Advocacy
Alternative Dispute Resolution
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Credit
hours
6
6
6
6
3
4
No credit
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2

Required
6
6
6
6
3
4
No credit
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

730
740
745
750
755
760
765
770
775
780
785
790
795
800
805
810
815
820
825
830
835

Antitrust Law
American Legal History
Bankruptcy
Business Planning
Commercial Transactions (Sales)
Conflict of Laws
Consumer Law
Environmental Law
Historic Preservation Law
Intellectual Property
Land Use Planning
Poverty Law
Products Liability
Real Estate Transactions
Secured Transactions
Securities Regulation
Sports Law
State and Local Government
State and Local Taxation
Workers Compensation
Interning, Clinics and Lawyering
Skills

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
142

3
67

The catalog includes a description for each course in the curriculum. The
application for licensure includes a sample course syllabus for Torts 540. The sample
syllabus is comprehensive and it is assumed that the remaining syllabi will be
developed as courses are offered.
Recommendation
The team recommends that officials of the CSOL develop course syllabi for the
courses to be offered in the first year and submit the syllabi to the Commission before
the next phase of review in the spring of 2004.
Response
CSOL will develop and submit to CHE course syllabi for the first-year courses before the
spring 2004 review.
Prerequisites for admission are:
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1. An undergraduate bachelor’s degree, or three-fourths of the work acceptable for
a bachelor’s degree from an institution that is accredited by an accrediting
agency recognized by the U.S. Department of Education. In an extraordinary
case, the CSOL may admit an applicant who does not possess these educational
requirements if the experience, ability and other characteristics of the applicant
clearly show an aptitude for the study of law.
2. Law School Admission Test (LSAT) score.
3. A personal statement with any information that may be relevant to consideration
for acceptance. Outstanding work experience, extracurricular activities, honors or
awards, or evidence of overcoming obstacles such as economic hardship are
examples of information that may aid in consideration for admission. The
statement should include the reasons the applicant is interested in pursuing a
legal education.
4. Two letters of recommendation from undergraduate professors or other
individuals who are knowledgeable of the academic ability of the applicant. If the
applicant has been out of school for some time, letters from an employer may be
helpful.
An applicant may transfer from another law school not more than 45 semester
credit hours. Only courses completed with a grade of C or better are transferable; all
credits must have been earned within two academic years prior to matriculation.
The program will be available to full-time and part-time students. Completion of
the program requires 90 semester credit hours of course work. Students must complete
a minimum of 45 semester credit hours in residence at the CSOL. It is expected that
full-time students will graduate in three years and part-time students will graduate in four
years. Tuition is $12,250 for each semester for full-time students enrolling in 13 to16
semester credit hours, $9,188 for each semester for part-time students enrolling in nine
to12 semester credit hours, or $850 for each semester credit hour for part-time students
enrolling in five to eight semester credit hours.
Finance and Facilities
The licensing application of the Charleston School of Law contains adequate
descriptions of the available financial resources, budget information, space
requirements, and equipment to be procured. The balance sheet reflects current assets,
as of June 9, 2003, to be $1,988,806. The pro forma operating statement indicates
expected revenue of $3,062,500 in tuition and fees in the first academic year. The
expenses for start-up and first year total $3,928,350. A positive cash flow position is
expected by year three, with a cumulative cash flow by year four. Current assets should
be adequate to cover cash flow shortfalls until year four.
The financial resources information provided complies with the CHE licensure
requirement that the applicant provide evidence of adequate financial resources
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sufficient to show that the institution possesses adequate liquid assets to make student
refunds, to pay expenses in a timely fashion, and to maintain continuity for an extended
period.
The cash reserve amount, combined with the planned collateral pledge of
$310,000 (in lieu of a surety bond), fulfill the requirements for a surety bond or collateral
pledge of not less than ten percent of the projected annualized gross income of the
program. The regulation requires that the bond or pledged collateral is to be used only
for payment of a refund of tuition and other instructional fees due a student or potential
student.
The salary budget line items appear to be in line with normal academic salary
costs.
Recommendation
It is recommended that officials of CSOL develop a more detailed five-year
budget. Included in the budget should be separate line items for: equipment, utility
costs, advertising, marketing and promotion, travel, insurance, fringe benefits,
maintenance contracts, printing, etc.
Response
CSOL will continue to develop the budget.
Facilities and Space
Included with the license application material is information that architects from
the architectural firm of Hartman-Cox in Washington, D.C., have evaluated five potential
sites for the school. The school has asked for a proposal from three of the five sites,
received one proposal at the time the application was submitted to CHE, and will
negotiate a long-term lease with one of the three. The three possible locations are (1)
Port City Center (currently occupied by Johnson & Wales University) on East Bay
Street, (2) the Charleston Chamber of Commerce in the South Carolina Railroad
Building between Ann and Mary Streets (with expansion into adjacent King Street
properties), and (3) the Roper (Baker) Hospital.
The school officials provided details of the proposed square footage
requirements for the school. The space required to accommodate the first year is
approximately 23,000 net square feet and space required within three years is
approximately 102,000 net square feet.
The space plan provided appears to be well thought out, and includes a threephased approach, adding space as student, faculty, and other needs increase. The
proposed Port City Development Plan included in the Application adequately fulfills the
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licensure requirement to provide a description of the physical facilities, and a floor plan,
including size of rooms. The applicant indicated that additional information will be
provided once a definite facility is selected. The phased approach and the space
requirements of the Port City Plan appear to be sound, however. Since only estimates
of costs for a facility as well as accompanying possible renovation costs are not known
at this time, it is not possible to reconcile the potential budgetary implications if these
costs were ultimately to exceed those included in the budget.
Recommendation
A copy of the final building plan and space requirements should be provide once
a site is selected. The budget should be revised to include the appropriate building,
renovation, and lease costs, if any.
Response
The CSOL will provide updated information to the CHE once a site is selected.
Equipment
In accordance with the CHE licensure requirements, a list of the major items of
equipment available for instruction, and whether the equipment will be owned, rented, or
leased, is provided. The applicant indicates that all of the equipment will be owned. The
equipment listed is an appropriate quantity and type of office equipment, including the
copiers, fax machines, printers, computers, scanners, and a/v equipment one would
expect for this type of operation. It is not entirely clear whether the equipment
purchases are included in the operating budget under either “administration all other,”
“instructional all other,” or “library and technology.”
Recommendation
The budget should more clearly detail the line item for this instructional
equipment.
Response
The CSOL will provide to the CHE updated and detailed budget as the project evolves.
Library and Student Services
Collection
CHE regulations require the school to document that the institution owns or
makes available through formal agreements access to adequate learning resources and
services to support the programs offered. In the first two years of its operation CSOL will
build a comprehensive law collection that will be equal to and in some areas better than
all of the new ABA accredited libraries. CSOL will continue to build its collection as
required by ABA standards and will move beyond its initial scope as rapidly as possible.
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CSOL is being advised by a consultant who has built several law collections, inspected
numerous law libraries for the ABA, and who has 30 years of experience in academic
law libraries. It is the intent of CSOL to fully comply with ABA standards for libraries, to
hire an experienced law librarian who will build a law library that meets and exceeds
these requirements. Listed below is a list of some of the core materials. It shows in
general terms the scope of the collection. The list is not intended to be all inclusive of
the collection:
South Carolina statutes, annotated code, session laws, administrative
regulations, and cases; all South Carolina available appropriate administrative agencyrelated materials
United States Code and Statutes at Large
State Annotated Codes (other than South Carolina) and state session laws
Code of Federal Regulations Federal Register
West’s National Reporter System and pre-NRS, complete; all federal reporters
and select specialized reporters as appropriate to the curriculum
Congressional Record (unbound), U.S. Congressional and Administrative news
and Congressional Hearings and Reports as appropriate for the curriculum; all federal
administrative reports and related materials
U.S. Supreme Court decisions, including official and unofficial formats
A periodicals collection including most leading English language periodicals
indexed in Current Law Index and Index to Legal Periodicals and Books
Legal encyclopedias
Shepard’s Citations
Indexes including Current Index to Legal Periodicals, Current Law Index, Index to
Legal Periodicals, Index to Federal Tax Articles, Index to Foreign Legal Periodicals,
Index to Periodical Articles Related to Law, Legal Trac
Copies of all Restatements of the Law, as well as tentative drafts to the
Restatements and Model Codes
Casebooks
Hornbooks
General reference material
A complete public international law library, including U.S. and U.N. treaties,
appropriate U.N. and other international documents
Significant secondary materials necessary to support the law school program
The School submitted a document titled “General Scope of the Library Collection
for the Charleston School of Law.” It is a draft policy and part of the planning documents
that will be required by the ABA. This document does not address how the Library’s
collection is to be built. It focuses on the maintenance of the collection once it exists.
The General Scope document states that the there is in place a community
membership program for the Library. It does not look like the income expected to be
raised through this program is reflected in the pro forma operating statement.
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One library agreement is mentioned in the General Scope document and another
is mentioned in a letter. The General Scope document mentions COSELL, the
Consortium of South Eastern Law Libraries (http://library.law.unc.edu/cosell/) whose
mission is to promote cooperative endeavors among the law school libraries of the
Southeastern United States. Joining COSELL will be very straightforward.
At the new 150,000 square foot College of Charleston Library students will have
access to a print collection of 450,000 books and 3,200 journal subscriptions and
electronic legal and professional research materials. In a letter from David J. Cohn,
Dean of Libraries for the College of Charleston, to Mr. Alexander M. Sanders, Jr., Chair,
Committee to Establish the Charleston School of Law, Dean Cohen stated that under
the current policies of the library the students at the Charleston School of Law will have
full access on the premises to all books and other materials. He states that in order to
have the privilege of checking out books, individual students would have to obtain
special patron status by paying an annual fee of $25. He goes on to say that the
College of Charleston Library has already worked out agreements with other institutions
in Charleston for all of their students to have the privilege of checking out books.
Recommendation
The team recommends that the officials of the CSOL submit a summary of the
collection implementation plan before the next phase of review in the spring of 2004.
Response
This plan is in fact in development. Once the library director has been selected he or she
will adjust this plan to reflect planning sessions with regional judges, lawyers, and law faculty
already identified. These planning sessions will incorporate subject specialties that will support
the law school curriculum. The section of a draft information development policy was provided
to show the general level of collection development.
Suggestion
The team suggests that the officials of the CSOL negotiate an agreement for the
law students with the College of Charleston Library so that they will not have to pay the
annual fee of $25 to check out materials. The officials of the CSOL may also want to be
sure that the law students will have access to all electronic subscriptions when they use
the College of Charleston Library in person and the CSOL may also want to consider
negotiating for the law students to have off-campus access to these electronic
subscriptions.
Response:
It is highly likely that this will in fact be done. One must keep in mind that it may be
more advantageous for CSOL to support the undergraduate library with this fee. However, the
fee may be passed on to the students, or be optional with the students.
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Librarians and Staff
It is the intention of the officials of the CSOL to hire a director of the law library
and technology center in the very near future whose responsibility will be to build the
library, the staff, and the collection. This person will construct and implement the plan
for the development of the staff and collection.
The licensing material indicates that there will be from six to ten librarians hired
over the next few years, through 2009, five librarians with JD and MLS degrees or
equivalents, including the library director hired in year one. In addition to the library
director, the proposal plans for librarians for public services, reference, technical
services, catalog, and serials control, plus support staff of assistants in each of those
areas, a director of computer services, a computer specialist, and a webmaster.
Recommendation
The team recommends that the officials of the CSOL determine how many
librarian and staff members are expected to be dedicated to the library over the next few
years and to submit this information to the Commission before the next phase of review
in the spring of 2004.
Response
The JD/MLS law library director will begin working the second half of 2003-2004 and in
due course will be joined by a JD/MLS public services librarian and head of technical services.
They will be assisted by a number of part-time students who will work primarily with sorting,
storing, processing, and shelving. In the summer of 2004 a catalog assistant, a serials control
assistant, the director of computer services, and additional part-time help will be added. Most
student library access during 2004-2005 will be related to doing lawyering-process exercises.
The director and public services librarian will provide reference support to the students. They
will also be involved in collection development and assist in the cataloging of materials. Contract
cataloging will also be used for some materials. In 2005-2006 a JD/MLS reference librarian will
be added along with a catalog librarian, serials control librarian, library assistant for circulation,
library assistant for collection management, a computer specialist and several part-time staff. At
this point, the library will have a 20/1 ratio of students to staff. This will allow ample services to
be applied to the cataloging and processing of materials. Again, some contract cataloging will be
used and most of the new monographs purchased will be processed by Blackwell - North
American. In 2006 an access services manager and a webmaster will be added to the staff, as
well as additional part-time staff.
It is also important to note that CSOL will purchase an Innovative Interfaces cataloging system
which will have pre-loaded a complete set of basic law library serials and common reprint
records. All staff workstations will be equipped with cataloging software and sufficient port
access to the library catalog to allow for the maximum involvement of staff in building records
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that are not otherwise pre-loaded in the catalog or available through File Transfer Protocol (FTP)
from monograph vendors.
Budget
The five-year library and technology budget document states that the Library and
Technology Center areas will receive $707,000 for 2004-2005. The brief five-year plan
budget document looks reasonable. $300,030 will be provided to the library for both
print and electronic acquisitions in year 2004-2005. There is no indication when the
fiscal year begins for the CSOL, but it would probably be useful to have those funds
available early in the year so that the Library will be ready for the entering class in the
fall. In the pro forma operating statement, start-up funds of $85,500 for library and
technology salaries and $58,500 for other library and technology items will be available
in fiscal year 2002-2003. It would seem that the adequacy of the $85,500 would depend
upon the timing of the availability of the monies for the 2004-2005 fiscal years.
Recommendation
The team recommends that the officials of the CSOL submit an updated
document on library and technology budgetary matters before the review in spring of
2004.
Response
This will be done. At this juncture the CSOL is seeking acquisition of at least two fullycataloged law school library collections. Acquisition of these will affect the plan for building the
collection. In general, the plan for development includes the acquisition of all reporters, statutes,
law journals, and monographs necessary to comply with the ABA standards. In the first six years
of operation the CSOL will spend approximately $4,500,000 on acquisitions. The bulk of this
material will be delivered in the first two years of operation, with approximately $2,000,000
dedicated to upkeep. In addition, consultation with law librarians will demonstrate that a least
$2,000,000 in in-kind contributions of law books will be available. Finally, a total of $1,500,000
will be spent on technology in the first five years of operation.
Student Services
The documents indicate that the associate dean for student affairs will be hired in
the middle of the second year. It is assumed that this person will be responsible among
other things for working with the students to organize different student organizations
depending upon the interest of the student body. The CSOL catalog indicates that there
will be a Student Bar Association which will be the student government and service
organization, a Moot Court Coordinating Board which will coordinate the Moot Court
competitions that the students will have an opportunity to enter, a Law Review which will
publish legal articles, and the Forensic Club which will provide a place for the discussion
of forensic exercises and legal science.
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Another student service will be the Center for Professional Development. The
catalog indicates that this center will provide support and assistance to students in all
stages of the career planning process. The documents indicate that two career services
staff members will be hired in year two. The descriptions of the staff indicate that the
CSOL will be looking for persons with bachelor’s and master’s or Juris Doctor degrees
with experience in career counseling and placement within the legal industry.
Organization, Administration, and Faculty
Organization and Administration
The organization of the proposed Charleston School of Law as described in the
institution’s application materials and balance sheet is standard for a free-standing law
school [one that is not affiliated with a college or university]. There is a governing board
and, if the governing board receives approval to move forward with establishing the
school, there will be a dean; an associate dean for academic affairs; a six-person faculty
in its first year with additional faculty hired in the following years; a director of
admissions; an associate dean for student affairs; a registrar; a career services officer;
a comptroller; a financial aid director, a law librarian with a professional staff; and a
director of computer services with support staff to deal with computer/technology
matters. In addition, the application materials and balance sheet call for hiring an
adequate support staff of administrative assistants and secretaries in all departments. If
key positions like dean, associate dean, law librarian, dean of admissions, and several
faculty lines are filled by men and women who have experience in legal education, the
new school as described in the application materials should be well administered for the
benefit of students, faculty, and staff.
Resources
It is difficult to assess resources that will be dedicated to support the
administration and faculty, qualifications for employment in administration, the recordkeeping processes that will be used, and how administration and faculty will be
evaluated at this preliminary stage of the Charleston School of Law’s application
process. The application materials describe a full curriculum with more required courses
than found at most accredited law schools, and all students will be expected to do some
kind of clinical work or have an internship experience in order to develop their lawyering
skills. The application indicates that the school plans to hire a highly qualified faculty to
teach and advise the students. There will be a Curriculum Committee to review
additions to and deletions from the curriculum. There will be an Oversight Committee to
review faculty performance. There will be an Academic Planning Committee to evaluate
the school’s progress and engage in long-range planning. The school will maintain
student records and monitor student performance. The governing board plans to hire an
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experienced law librarian and build a comprehensive law library collection with materials
in hard copy, electronic, and other formats. There will be computer and technology
support for students, faculty and staff. The governing board is considering several sites
for lease that will house the new school.
The application shows that there are substantial financial resources committed to
establish the school. This is important because it is clear that the school will operate at
a deficit for the first several years of its existence. Nevertheless, the application is
general and no one has been hired but for the dean as reported in the Columbia
newspaper. The name of the dean was not disclosed. Only one member of the
governing board has experience in legal education. All of this makes it vital for the
governing board to have hired, as the founding dean, a person with substantial
experience as a legal educator, preferably someone who has played a significant role in
getting one of the nation’s new law schools up and running and approved by the
American Bar Association. Roughly a dozen law schools have been established around
the nation in the last decade, so there should be quite a few well-qualified candidates
who fit that description.
Response
I. Richard Gershon has accepted the position of dean of the CSOL; his hiring is
contingent upon attaining CHE licensure. Dean Gershon has recently completed a five-year term
as dean of Texas Wesleyan School of Law. During his tenure, Dean Gershon led the school to
full ABA accreditation, applications increased 58 percent, median LSAT scores rose from 149 to
151, median undergraduate GPAs rose from 2.95 to 3.04, and the first-time Bar passage rate
increased from 71.57 to 85.71 percent.
The following is biographical information on Dean Gershon: LL.M. 1983 University of
Florida; J.D. with honors 1982 University of Tennessee; B.A. 1979 University of Georgia. Dean,
Texas Wesleyan University School of Law; professor and associate dean, Stetson University
College of Law; director, Institute for Space Law and Commerce; assistant professor, Ohio
Northern University College of Law; special assistant general counsel, State Bar of Georgia.
Published in the Nova Law Review, the Cumberland Law Review and the Ohio Northern Law
Review.
The Charleston School of Law wants to recruit several experienced teachers to
join the faculty and must continue to revise its budget based on those negotiations. The
school also needs to budget for faculty development such as research support and
travel to conferences in order to recruit and retain a strong faculty. In addition, a
summer budget should be proposed. The balance sheet states that the summer session
will run on its own budget and will net revenue not included in the balance sheet. That is
standard but some projections ought to be made. With a tight job market in a slow
economy, a new law school like this one should offer its students a range of summer
school offerings. Many of the students will not have summer employment opportunities
and might want to attend summer school so that they can graduate a semester early or
take a lighter-than-normal load during the regular academic year.
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Recommendations
Continue to review and increase faculty salary budgets to assure recruitment of
qualified and experienced teachers.
Budget for faculty development such as research, support, and travel to
conferences.
Develop a summer budget.
Response
CSOL will revise the budget as needed, will budget for faculty development and travel,
and will develop a summer budget.
It is vital for the Charleston School of Law to hire, in addition to a financial aid
director, a person in the position of comptroller or dean of students who also
understands law school debt issues and knows how to administer financial aid, in
particular education loans. Like many if not most private law schools, the Charleston
School of Law will be tuition dependent. The proposed annual tuition and fees of
$25,000 for 2004-05 is at the current national average for the tuition and fees charged
at private law schools. Unlike some well-endowed private law schools, the Charleston
School of Law did not budget a significant amount for scholarships. A figure of 10
percent of tuition is used and this would be approximately $300,000 in the first year of
operation assuming an enrollment of 125 students with tuition at $24,500 for the
academic year. This means the students will likely borrow heavily to finance their legal
education. The application materials do not set forth a total estimated annual cost
(tuition, fees, books, lodging, meals, transportation etc.) for a student to attend this
school while living in Charleston; it is likely that many Charleston School of Law
graduates will complete their legal educations with substantial law school loans to
repay. The school needs to offer them counseling about handling this debt burden as
well as provide assistance in obtaining loans at competitive rates.
Response
Private accredited schools in general only gave 16.22 percent in 2001-2002; it makes our
10 percent for a brand new school pragmatic.
Percent of Tuition Paid by Need and Merit Based Grants 1990-2002 by Accredited Law
Schools http://www.abanet.org/legaled/statistics/grants.html
Year
1990-1991
1991-1992
1992-1993
1993-1994
1994-1995
1995-1996

Public
14.28%
14.50%
15.65%
20.45%
18.02%
20.81%

Private
10.42%
11.37%
10.60%
11.17%
11.45%
12.21%

Total
11.09%
11.92%
11.34%
12.63%
12.53%
13.57%
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1996-1997
1997-1998
1998-1999
1999-2000
2000-2001
2001-2002

19.72%
20.99%
20.36%
21.33%
22.60%
22.96%

12.65%
12.76%
13.67%
14.74%
15.27%
16.22%

13.89%
14.23%
14.93%
15.99%
16.67%
17.53%

The Charleston School of Law’s application materials say that the school wants
to prepare its students for employment in positions of public service. This is an
admirable goal. We need more public defenders, legal aid lawyers, assistant district
attorneys, assistant solicitors and agency lawyers in our region. However, the salaries
for most public interest positions are typically not as high as those for attorneys
employed in other positions. Applications to law schools rise when the economy cools
off. We can hope that the first graduates of the Charleston School of Law will enjoy a
booming economy in South Carolina and throughout the Southeast in the summer of
2007, but it still will be difficult for many of them to take a public interest position at a
lower rate of pay when they face repaying significant law school loans. Loan repayment
assistance programs as are available at some law schools would be of great benefit to
graduates of the CSOL. It is essential for the Charleston School of Law to fully disclose
the financial challenge to applicants and enrolled students and to provide them with
sound advice and counseling about managing their education debts.
The primary goal of South Carolina’s licensing standards is consumer protection,
and the school must make sure that the school’s potential applicants are fully informed
when they apply to and then perhaps matriculate at the CSOL. The national applicant
pool is very large and may continue to increase. At the same time, the nation’s economy
is not strong and the job market for the nation’s May and June 2003 law school
graduates who just took the Bar exam is very tight. Graduates of accredited law schools
can look for jobs throughout the United States. On the other hand, graduates of an
unaccredited school can seek employment in only a few states. Moreover, the Bar
passage rates for graduates of the nation’s unaccredited schools are very low. This
means that the job prospects for graduates of unaccredited schools are very limited.
Response
CSOL is informed of the Standards and Rules of Procedure for the Approval of Law
Schools by the American Bar Association. The administration and the dean are determined to
devote all necessary resources and take all necessary steps to present a program of legal
education that will qualify for approval by the American Bar Association.
CSOL will not admit applicants who do not appear capable of satisfactorily completing
its educational program and being admitted to the Bar. Further the current assets of CSOL are
adequate to cover any cash flow shortfalls to year four of operation, thus limiting the temptation
to lower entrance standards in order to raise revenue during the early years of operation.
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According to official ABA data posted on the web site of the Law School Admission
Council at http://officialguide.lsac.org/OFFGUIDE/pdf/aba5818.pdf, the University of South
Carolina School of Law, for the year 2002 graduated 208 students; 188 (92.6 percent) of those
are employed; 11 are pursuing graduate degrees; four are unemployed not seeking employment.
The August 2003 electronic newsletter of the South Carolina Bar reported statistics from
the National Association of Legal Placement (NALP) that employment of law graduates has
contracted from 90 percent in 2001 to 89 percent in 2002, which reflects the economic
downtrend. This differs dramatically with the early and mid-nineties employment rates in the 84
– 85 percent range.
Recommendation
Hire a comptroller or dean of students who understands law school debt issues
and knows how to administer financial aid, in particular education loans. Staff should be
in place who will fully disclose the financial challenges to applicants and enrolled
students and provide students with sound advice and counseling about managing their
education debts.
Response
CSOL will take reasonable steps to assist students in obtaining student loans at
competitive rates, to emphasize and to disclose fully the financial challenge to applicants and
enrolled students, and to provide sound advice and counseling about managing education debts
during the admissions process, at the inception of a student’s loan obligations, during the course
of study, and prior to graduation.
Suggestion
Plan and develop a repayment assistance program for future implementation.
Response
CSOL intends to vigorously pursue the establishment of appropriate loan repayment
programs to assist its graduates who commit to a minimum term of employment in positions in
South Carolina related to public service law.
Conclusion and Recommendations
In the opinion of the reviewers, the founders of the Charleston School of Law
have a preliminary plan that, when fully developed and implemented, will meet the
licensing requirements and adequately support the purposes and objectives of the
curriculum and the needs of the students, faculty, and staff of the institution. However,
CSOL officials may be a bit naive about starting up a law school; the review process in
which we are engaged is designed to assist and prod the founders to consider some of
the details the reviewers uncovered.
The team members are troubled that students who cannot get admitted to an
accredited school (or those geographically or otherwise bound to a particular area) will
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incur substantial debt for their chance to grab the professional brass ring. A greater
investment on the part of the founders coupled with some judicious budgeting may
reduce the dependence on vulnerable students.
The recommendation of the review team to the Commission on Higher Education
is as follows:
That the Commission allow the Charleston School of Law to advertise and enroll
students beginning in September 2003 for the classes beginning in September 2004
conditioned upon:
(A)

The founders of the institution proceeding with their plan to develop the
program and resources beginning classes in September 2004,

(B)

The founders of the institution submitting to the Commission by early May
2004 updated material documenting compliance with licensing
requirements and with the recommendations of the team enumerated
within this report,

(C)

A team of reviewers visiting in mid-May 2004 the Charleston facility,

(D)

A team of reviewers and the staff reporting to the Commission on Higher
Education at its June 3, 2004, meeting recommending licensure to begin
classes in September 2004;

(E)

The staff reviewing and visiting in August 2004 to confirm completion of
the implementation plan and issuing of the license for classes to begin in
September 2004.
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